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SiT may be a matter of some surprise to those conversant
with the literature referring to the short-cross coinage that
this subject should again demand any serious attention.
T h e Ntimismatic

Chronicle of some fifty years ago is full of

papers upon it written by then eminent men in the numismatic world.
Such names as Assheton Pownall, W . H . D. Longstaffe, and Sir John
Evans have appeared under these papers and vouch for the really good
work and valuable results produced in the articles over their signatures.
In those days, it must be remembered, the chief puzzles in connexion
with the short-cross coinage were to whom to assign these issues.
Fierce battles were fought as to whether they should be attributed to
Henry II. or to Henry III.
was to leave

the

coinage

T h e result of the contest then waged
as

we

now know

it,

attributing

the

earlier issues to Henry II., the later to Henry III., and those intermediate to Richard I. and John.

This result was chiefly attained by

Sir John Evans, in a paper published in 1865, although two years
previously Longstaffe had suggested the solution in a paper entitled
" Northern

Evidence

on the Short-Cross

classification, however, was unsatisfactory

Question."

Longstaffe's

in many details and was

much improved by Sir John Evans, who had the advantage of the
information

obtainable from the large hoard discovered

after the publication of Longstaffe's paper.

at

Eccles

T h a t the classification now

accepted should have held its ground for half-a-century shows what
fine work was done by the late eminent

President of the

Royal

Numismatic Society.
Now although Sir John Evans's classification still holds, in that
those coins which he placed first in the series must still be considered
the earliest, and those which he considered the latest will still retain
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a very late place, I think that some alterations and shifting of classes
between the first and last types of the series will perhaps straighten out
some kinks in his line of issues.

Perhaps to show these alterations

better it would be as well to describe very briefly the classification he
used in arriving at his results.
T h e chief factor was the king's bust, and of this he chose, first,
the number of curls constituting the locks of hair at each side of the
king's head and, secondly, the number of pearls in the king's crown
or diadem.
His first class consisted of coins with two curls on the dexter side
and five on the sinister and with five pearls to the crown, all well
marked.

T h e second class bore an even number of curls on each side,

from one to many, and more than five pearls to the crown, often not
well marked and commonly strung together : the coins themselves being
not so well struck as in the first class.

T h e pieces grouped together

as the third class had two curls on each side, usually containing pellets,
five pearls to the crown, a thin long bust with a well-marked pointed
beard, and the coins neatly made.

Ornamental letters were occasionally

present and the cross dividing the legend on the reverse was sometimes
pommee, sometimes pattee.

T h e fourth class only differed from the

third in having an extra curl on one or both sides of the head.

The

fifth class consisted of those coins which show a small, round, and
compact bust set low down and practically showing no neck or collar
and with a much squarer beard.
This, then, is now the working classification in use in our cabinets
to-day and it is fifty years old.

It would be surprising indeed if half-

a-century's accumulated knowledge could not better in some ways the
arrangement.

Let me shortly try and show how.

T h e r e are many

coins at present given to Class II, which, while agreeing among themselves, differ entirely from other groups contained in the same class.
Thus, although coins with only one curl on each side agree among
themselves,

they are as unlike the coins with many curls on each

side as are Class I and Class III.
certainly take place here.

Some further rectification should

Again, there are coins now called Class I V

which only differ from some called Class III in a minute extra curl,

The New
perhaps on one side only.
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T h e y present the same bust, the same

letters, the same initial cross, even the cross pommee.
them is an anomaly.

T o separate

Furthermore, an observer can easily pick out, in

Classes III and IV, coins which show totally different treatment from
other members of the same classes, though they may bear two curls or
three curls respectively on each side.

T h u s again, some rearrangement

is obviously necessary to bring the corresponding groups into harmony.
Class V happily will require very little alteration, but I hope to be
able to show satisfactorily that there is a still later class than Sir John
Evans arranged, and to indicate its relations with Class V and with the
long-cross coinage which immediately followed the short-cross issues.
THE

T h e year

NEW

CLASSIFICATION.

11S0 is now accepted as that in which the short-

cross coinage superseded

the

earlier type of

Henry

Plantagenet.

This date is recorded by the majority of the Chroniclers.

Philip

A m a r y 1 of Tours was sent for to superintend the arrangements for the
issue.

T h e coinage continued without a break until 1247, when it had

become so bad that it was decided to recall the whole issue and replace
it with a new money of a different pattern.
T h e general type, which thus remained current for some 67 years,
is as follows : —
Obverse.-— The king's bust facing, bearded, a sceptre in his right hand, a
diadem of pearls on his head. On the majority of the coins there is
some evidence of a collar below the beard. An inner circle confines
the bust but not the hand holding the sceptre. Outside the inner circle
is the simple legend FCFINRIGVS RfiX.
Reverse.—A short double cross, the ends pommee, in the centre frequently a
pellet or little square. In each quarter a small cross pommee, the lines
of the cross so thin as to be often scarcely visible. T h e whole within
an inner circle. Without this is the legend, the moneyer's name and
that of the mint being connected by the usual word OK, and beginning
with a cross.

This simple description will equally well suit a coin struck about
1180, or made in 1246.

It is by the details filling in this picture and
1

Aymary or Aimer.
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by the style in which the whole is carried out that we are able to
distinguish the different periods characteristic of the different times at
which the coins were made.
It must be remembered in studying the short-cross coinage, and
indeed any coinage of early times in which one type only had a very
long run, that the first examples were well and carefully made, and that
later copies had a tendency to degenerate, as less skill and attention
were bestowed upon them, and then when they had become impossible
they were replaced by others still of the same original type but of more
skilful work and better finish, these in turn to degenerate until they
were

replaced.

The

coinage

might

therefore

be

represented

diagrammatically by a line sloping" gradually downwards from good to
bad, and then suddenly upraised as a new issue appeared, thus :—a

c

e

b

d

f

Coins struck at a, c, e, would be good, those at b, d, f,

bad.

Coins

from a to b, c to d, e to/, would gradually degenerate, while from b to c
and d to e would suddenly improve.

Some such process can be clearly

traced in the short-cross coinage, though the individual degradations
are difficult to recognize.
N o w let us endeavour to divide the whole coinage into classes,
which either fade gradually into one another or in which a sudden
improvement takes place.
THE

NEW

CLASSIFICATION.

Class I . — T h e first issue of the coinage we know fairly well, as
among the London coins we find examples bearing the name of
Philip Amary of Tours, that is,
Sir John Evans's Class I.
fully struck.

FL-FC KIMFLR

T h i s is

T h e coins are large, well spread and care-

T h e r e are usually two curls on the dexter side and five

curls on the sinister side of the head.
to the crown.

as moneyer.

Generally there are five pearls
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T h i s large class may be subdivided into three subclasses : —
Class I a.—Coins

bearing the Roman E, square E, and often an

outer circle with dots at intervals.
of the coinage.
Class lb.—Coins

T h i s is the earliest type

Plates I, 1 ; II, 1.

bearing the same bust, but somewhat larger;

the E becomes E and the E G, and this later form, the round
6 and G, is retained throughout the whole coinage to the
end.

The

obverse

legend

is

with

L?6NRIGVS°R6X

characteristic dot between the words.

a

Plates I, 2 ; II, 3-6.

Class Ic.—'Here we get the first evidence of degradation.
coins are still like a and b, but the curls are

The

becoming

indistinct in number, the pearls are being run together and
the whole work is rather coarser and less careful.
between
coins

FRFINRIGVS

were

classed

and

R6X

by

Sir

T h e dot

is frequently absent.
John

Evans

as

These

Class

II.

Plates I, 3 ; II, 7, 8.
Class I I . — A smaller head with many curls on each side.
subdivided as :—•

It is

Class I I a . — T h e contour of the whole head has now become much
more rounded.
pellets.

T h e eyes appear to be made of two large

T h e curls are many on both sides, and creep down

towards, the beard.
in Class I.

T h e head itself is somewhat smaller than

Usually there are five

pearls in the crown.

Plates 1 , 4 ; II, 9, 10.
Class IIb.—Coarser work

of much the same type, pearls more

numerous, curls fewer, often three on each side.

Many of

the coins have a colon on each side of the word OK on the
reverse, instead of the usual single pellet.

Plates I, 5 ;

II, 1 1 - 1 3 .
Class I I I . — H e r e the head has become somewhat larger and the
curls, which are many on both sides, stand out from the head in a
bunch.

Apparently there are about the same number of curls on both

sides and they join on to a well-marked and pointed beard.

T h e head
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is therefore more oval than that shown in Class II.
crown are many, small and united.

Plates

I, 6 ;

to

1247.

T h e pearls in the
II, 1 4 - 1 6 .

Its

subdivisions are : —
Class I l i a . — T h e head fills the greater part of the field.
Class lllb.—The

same class of head, occupying less of the field.

Plates I, 7 ; II, 17, 18.
Class I V . — B a d l y designed coins, badly struck.
relief.

T h e head has no

In the worst examples there is a single curl on each side.

T h e eyes are annulets and expressionless.

T h e hair about the face is

represented by a few irregularly placed pellets.
into a mere straight line.

T h e pearls have run

T h e lettering is of the coarsest, and the

serifs of the letters are placed so that the ends which they are supposed
to finish frequently show on the further side.

On a few coins of this

type I have noticed the presence of a cross pommee as a mint-mark.
Plates I, 8 ; III, 19-24.
All the coins hitherto described show a regular degradation down
o

to this point.

o

Classes II, III, and I V were all included by Sir John

Evans in his second class.
Class V . — A complete change was now made in style and workmanship on the lines of the old type.

T h e coins are smaller, most

carefully worked and beautifully struck.

There is modelling about the

face, and on the earliest examples the two to five curls of Class I
reappear, but now they generally contain pellets.

T h e beard is of

fine strokes continued from the curls to the chin, which is pointed
and usually ends in a pellet.
in number and separate,
R6NRIGVS

and

R6X.

T h e pearls in the crown are again five

and a dot is sometimes placed

between

In this very early example, therefore, we get a

reproduction of nearly all the features of Class I, but the workmanship
is entirely different.

Slightly later the curls were restricted to two or

three on each side of the head, but sometimes one is left out on one side
or the other.
X in REX

T h e pearls are occasionally increased in numbers.

The

is usually a square cross, all the limbs being equal and

meeting at right angles, x.
frequently indicated.

T h e eyes are usually oval and the pupils

The
Class Va.—The

late

Classes.
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mint-mark is a cross pommee.

T h e last letter of

the king's name is always reversed as z, and if that letter
occurs in a moneyer's name, it shows the same peculiarity.
Ornamental letters appear on some coins of this issue, which
will be detailed later.

Plates I, 9 ; III, 25-31.

Class Vb only differs in having the mint-mark a cross patt^e.
T h e letter 5 is not reversed.

Plates I, 10 ; III,

30-34.

These two varieties may have been concurrent at first, but
the cross pattee appears on some coins certainly less well
made, and establishes a link with the third variety of this
class on which the bust has already begun to deteriorate.
Class Ve.—The

work is not so fine nor is the striking.

is less pointed, that is squarer and coarser.
is a cross pattee.

T h e beard

T h e mint-mark

T h e x in REX is formed of four wedges,

thus, X , the limbs being no longer at right angles.

No

ornamental letters are found in this variety.

11;

Plates I,

i n , 3 5 ; IV, 36.
Class V I . — A l l fineness of work has now disappeared.

T h e face

is much thinner from side to side, giving it a long appearance.

The

beard is made of coarse strokes radiating from the face and producing
a most unpleasant appearance.

T h e eyes, which are oval as before, are

occasionally arranged, as regards their pupils, so as to produce a wellmarked squint.

On many examples of this large class, probably the

later issues, though possibly not the latest, ornamental letters again
appear.

Although frequently the same letters are decorated as those

in Classes Va and b, the ornamentation is different and the work is also
different.

T h e curls remain, two or three on each side, and the pearls

of the crown are still generally five in number.

T h e x in REX is

formed as a quatrefoil with the foils distinctly rounded thus,

The

coins of Classes V and V I were all included by Sir John Evans in his
Classes III and IV, some in one, some in the other, according to the
number of curls.

Class V I fades insensibly into the next class, and it

is almost impossible to separate the latest of one group from
earliest of the next.
VOL,

XI.

Plates I, 12 ; IV, 37-41.
F
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Class V I I . — S m a l l coins with a degraded bust and badly struck.
T h e y show a head set low down to the inner circle, which thus cuts off
the chin and neck.

T h e curls are three in number, often without

pellets, and usually reaching up to the level of the crown.

T h e beard

is made of a few long, coarse strokes, and is square and unpointed.
T h e letters are small.

T h e cross pattee is still present as the mint-

mark on the reverse, but there are no stops on either side of ON,
which until now had always appeared.

Instead, we frequently find

pellets placed between the letters of the moneyer's or mint name, or in
some other place than before or after OH.
initials may have these punctuated.
Plates I, 13 ; IV, 41-48.

T h u s a name followed by

The x

is that of Class V I .

T h i s was Sir John Evans's Class V.

Class V I I I . — - T h e coins which must be placed in this class are
those which ended the life of the short-cross coinage.
shockingly bad, whether of engraving or striking.

T h e work is bad,
T h e king's portrait

in the later examples might better represent a monster than a human
being.

Plates 1 , 1 4 ; IV, 49-53.

T h e bust on characteristic specimens

is large, showing a long beard and often something of a collar.

The

curls are usually two or three on each side, sometimes with, and
sometimes without, enclosed pellets.

T h e eyes are usually annulets

and the crown exhibits five large and distinct pearls.

One, two, or

three pellets may be noticed between the words on both sides or on
one side only.

T h e strokes of the beard, instead of lining out from

the face, appear to point inward, so that the outline is a single line, the
shape of

the

face.

Varieties of

this

according to the form of the X in REX.
used on types V I and V I I .
quarters of the reverse,

T h e n an x

class

might

be

described

T h e earliest form is that
like the small cross in the

and finally an x which presents a close

resemblance to the same letter, found on the early long-cross coins.
T h e mint-mark on the earlier varieties is still a cross pattee, but this
is not long retained, and a cross pomm^e soon takes its place.

As a

whole class gradual alteration can be traced from Class V I I , and with
the exception of the mint of St. Edmundsbury, the coins were all
struck by moneyers coining in Class V I I .

This is a new class, the

coins of which appear to have been unnoticed by Sir John Evans.

THE
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It is thought that a subdivision of the whole of the short-cross
issues into these eight classes, and their varieties, will enable anyindividual coin to be placed somewhere near its proper place as regards
the time of issue. This subject must now demand some attention, and
an attempt must be made to date approximately the classes.
Unfortunately, the public records do not help us here in the same
way that they were useful in the classification of the long-cross coinage, in
that the various series of patent and close rolls were not begun until the
time of John ; and the pipe rolls, the only series embracing, in point of
time, the whole short-cross coinage are only in part published. T h e latter,
again, are records of accounts of the kingdom ; and although they
frequently contain the names of moneyers, it does not at all follow that
the particular moneyer named was striking during the time covered by
the roll. Thus a moneyer may have been in debt to the state, and so
long as any of his debt was unpaid we are liable to find his name entered
on the pipe roll for the amount still owing. W e may thus find the names
of men described as moneyers at places of which we have no coins
during short-cross times, which might lead the unwary to seek for coins
from these mints. Examination of earlier rolls will, however, often show
the same entry relating to the same man at the same mint back to the first
entry, when it will probably be found that a mint was then being carried
on at the place named. Thus if we find in a pipe roll of Richard I.,
or John, an entry of a moneyer of Thetford as still debited, we must
conclude that the entry had come down from the time of the " T e a l b y "
type coins, and this will probably be proved by an examination of a roll
of Henry II. prior to 1180, where the same name and place may be
mentioned, with possibly a larger sum owing. T o anybody conversant
with the pipe rolls, these remarks may seem somewhat unnecessary.
Our surest methods of dating coins are: 1, examinations of finds;
2, evidence of overstrikes ; 3, the presence of mules ; 4, mention in
contemporary records.
There have been several finds, both large and small, of short-cross
coins, but they are, with perhaps one exception, useless for dating any
F

2
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one type or class, as all classes have been found together.

to 1247.
T h e one

exception is a small find containing coins of Henry Plantagenet, issued
prior to 1180, the Tealby type, together with contemporary continental
pieces, and happily a number of short-cross coins, agreeing in all
particulars with those I have described under Class I, the three varieties
and no others.

This is the only find, so far as I know, in which the

Tealby type has been found with short-cross coins.

T h e find is at

present unpublished, and was recovered, I believe, in Rome.
Mr. Brooke, in his account of the hoard of coins found at Slype,
recorded two short-cross coins, or more accurately, one penny and one
half-penny,

as having been found with long-cross coins, the short-

cross pieces being of Class V I I , as above.

T h e great Brussels hoard

of long-cross pennies contained specimens, so I am told, of all classes
of short-cross money.

I have not, however, seen the coins.

These finds will be treated in detail later, but at present it is
sufficient to note that Class I is found with Tealby-type coins, and
Class VII is found with long-cross coins.

This is so far as finds help us,

but both discoveries point to the correct placing of Classes I and V I I .
T h e evidence of overstrikes, which has been so very useful in earlier
reigns, is out of the question with short-cross coins, as all the coins are
of the same type.

Mules contribute something, for we find coins of

Class I, in which the Roman form of C and E is found on one side,
whilst the other side presents round forms of the same letters.

Mules of

Classes Va and V6 are frequent, and again, I have noted mules between
Classes V I and V I I by the differing letters used on two sides of the
same coin, and by the absence or presence of the dots separating the
word OH on the reverse combined with a Class V I or Class V I I bust.
Documentary evidence will be used where available.
T h e first date of interest is A.D. 1180.

This, as already stated,

is the date assigned by the majority of the chroniclers who mention
the matter, and it is that which has been accepted by numismatic
authorities. 1

It was then that the short-cross coinage came

into

Since this paper was read to the Society, I have found the following entry in the
Pipe Roll, 26, Henry II. :—Et Phillipo Aimer xxxiiil. et lis. et viid. ad faciendum Cambium Regis apud Lond. The question of the date, therefore, may now be considered settled.
1
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existence by the issue of coins of Class I a.

Nine years later, in

1189, the first year of Richard I., we get two dated charters.
to

Baldwin,

Archbishop

of Canterbury,

given

at

Canterbury

One
on

December ist, 1189, allowed the archbishop to have three dies and
three moneyers in that city.

T h e other, to Hugh, Bishop of Coventry,

granted a pair of dies, that is, for the obverse and reverse, for use in
Lichfield.

N o doubt these charters would be immediately acted upon ;

at any rate, we have one coin from the Lichfield mint; and of the
same type as this there are coins known of several places, amongst
them London, Canterbury and Lincoln.
described as Class l l a .

T h e type of this coin is

Having these two dates, 1180 and 1189, it

is fairly easy to assign the intervening coins by observing the gradual
transition.

T h e remaining varieties of Class I are thus accounted for.

T h e year 1196 is of importance, in that it was then that the
privilege of coinage was restored to the Bishop of Durham after having
been in abeyance for many years. 1

T h e corresponding absence of

all coins of Classes I, II and I l i a is therefore significant, and equally
important is the presence of coins classed as 1lib.
Mr. Brooke, in his chronology of the short-cross coins 3 has made
a special reference to Chichester, and has quoted three writs directing
the revival of that mint.
reign of K i n g John.

These occur under the year 1205, in the

T h e documents were referred to by both Sir

John Evans and Mr. Grueber in the Ntimismatic

Chronicle,

but

Mr. Brooke, by referring to the originals, has considerably added to
their utility.

T h e gist of the writs is as follows : —

T h e first writ, dated April 29th, grants to the Bishop of
Chichester one die to be current until the king's dies are ready, and
then to be current with them. T h e second writ is to William FitzOtho,
the hereditary engraver, ordering three dies, one for the bishop and two
for the king, and is dated May 17th.
T h e third writ orders the royal dies to be handed to the bishop
on lease for one year on August ist, and is dated July 27th.
1
2

Longstaffe, Numismatic Chronicle, 1863.
Numismatic Chronicle, 1910.
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Furthermore, the Annates Cambriae and the Annates de Wintonia,
under the year 1205, both state " mutatio monetae facta est," and
Mr. Andrew drew attention to a paragraph in the continuation

of

Florence of Worcester which says " [ 1 2 0 5 ] moneta olim A.D. MCLVIII
facta hoc anno est renovata."

This all indicates a new coinage, and

for such a purpose it had, of course, to be recognizable, and to be
capable of differentiation from what went before it.

There is only one

class of coin which can possibly answer these conditions, which include
good work, whether of engraving or striking.
found

in those marked with

the

T h e coins are easily

cross pommee as a

mint-mark,

namely Class Va, and they fulfil all the conditions required for a new
or renovated coinage.

In the same way we incidentally recognize in

Class IV the coinage which was replaced as having been too bad to
be continued.

N o w let us see if there is anything in common between

these very bad and very good coins to warrant us in placing them
together.

If a list of moneyers striking in Class IV is compared with

a like list of those striking in Class Va, we shall find the following :
A t Canterbury there were 10 moneyers striking in Class IV : 7 of
these continued in Class V — t h e remainder ceased striking altogether,
for we do not find their names again.

At

London, in the same

way, 8 strike in Class I V and 5 of them in Class V, the remainder disappearing.

In the rest of the mints of the whole country I can only

find 14 moneyers in type I V against 21 striking in type V ; and only 4
struck in both types at the same place, the remainder of the moneyers
of Class I V dropping out.

T h e new coinage, however, required more

mints and more moneyers, hence the increase in the men striking
in the new type.

This, perhaps, does not seem to be a large propor-

tion striking in both types, but when it is considered that this was
practically a new coinage with many new mints, the disproportion is
not so great as would at first appear.

It has also to be remembered

that the lists which I have obtained probably do not represent every
possible coin of every type.
T h e next date of importance, although not dating a class, is that
of a writ issued on October 7th, 1207, summoning a great inquisition of
moneyers for January 10th, 1208 ; and we obtain for the first time the

Chronology.
names of the mints then at work. T h e y were London, Winchester,
Exeter, Chichester, Canterbury, Rochester, Ipswich, Norwich, Lynn,
Lincoln, York, Carlisle, Northampton, Oxford, Bury St. Edmunds,
and Durham.
O f these, five were new mints, namely, Chichester,
Rochester, Ipswich, Lynn, and Bury St. Edmunds, for we know of no
coins of these before Class V. T h e purpose of this great meeting of
moneyers, who were ordered to bring all their dies and paraphernalia,
is doubtful.
Mr. Brooke has described it at length in the Ntimismatic
Chronicle for 1910. It could not have been for a new coinage, for that
had taken place just two years before.
Mr. Brooke suggests that it
had reference to steps to be taken to prevent forgery.
It may be so.
However, we now know that these sixteen mints were those at
work at the time. All these mints coined in Class Vb, and most of them
in Class Va.
Those not appearing under Class Va are Carlisle, Lynn,
Northampton, Oxford, Rochester, and Bury St. Edmunds.
Possibly
coins of some of these mints only await discovery in this variety.
The
two varieties a and b of Class V are very closely connected, and
nearly all the moneyers striking coins bearing the cross pommee also
struck those with the cross pattde. Class Vb is represented by 74
moneyers in the 16 mints, and is the largest class in the short-cross
coinage.
W e must now consider shortly the Irish coinage of John, as this
was the only Irish coinage issued during the contemporary short-cross
period.
Here we find a king's head which considerably resembles
that found on many coins of Class Vb and on those of Class Vc, but
perhaps the most important feature on it is the shape of the letter
X, which in the large majority of cases is that shown as characteristic
of Class Vc, the X composed of wedges. T h e dies are London-made,
and the order for them was first given in 1210, so that we may conclude that Class Vc was in issue in England at this date. T h e Irish
coinage apparently had not a long life, for the coins show few variations and few moneyers. T h e y were not, however, superseded until
Henry III. ordered the long-cross coins.
T h e calendar of the patent roll for the year 1218 gives us two
entries of such importance that I have thought it worth while to print

The
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T h e first entry, d a t e d F e b r u a r y 21st, 1 2 1 8 , p l a c e s W i l l i a m

M a r s h a l l , junior, in c h a r g e of t h e five m i n t s of L o n d o n , W i n c h e s t e r ,
Durham,

York,

and

St.

Edmundsbury.

A

writ to

Canterbury

a l m o s t the s a m e w o r d s follows in the roll, a n d includes o n l y the
s h a r e of the mint.

in

king's

D i r e c t i o n s are g i v e n relative to the r e t a i n i n g in office

of t h e various m o n e y e r s , custodes, a s s a y e r s ,

etc.

It will b e

noticed

that t h e s e are the o n l y mints to w h i c h t y p e V I a p p e a r s in t h e table.
The

second

entry

is

perhaps

more

important.

It

is

dated

A u g u s t 8th, o f t h e s a m e year, 1 2 1 8 , a n d r e c o r d s the h a n d i n g o v e r
Randulf

of

R o u e n that p l a c e

s i t u a t e d " o u r mint."

in

Northampton

in

which had

to

been

T h e writ is i s s u e d to the m a y o r of N o r t h a m p t o n .

T h e conclusions from t h e s e t w o d o c u m e n t s are o b v i o u s , n a m e l y ,
that in this y e a r t h e l a r g e m a j o r i t y of the c o u n t r y mints w e r e closed.
T h e coins b e a r out t h e s e conclusions, as t h e y are u n k n o w n of a n y of
t h e c o u n t r y mints e x c e p t those p l a c e d u n d e r the c h a r g e of

William

Marshall.
De Cambio Anglie liberando W. Marescallo, juniori.
Rex Willelmo filio Benedicti et Hereberto Bono Amico Salutem.
Sciatis
quod commisimus dilecto et fideli nostro Willelmo Marescallo juniori,
cambium monete nostre London, ad se sustendandum in servicio nostro,
quamdiu nobis placuerit; ita quod de cambio monete nostre reddat per
annum dilecto et fideli nostro Huberto de Burgo, justiciario nostro
Anglie, quingentas marcas ad sustentacionem castri nostri Dovre. E t
ideo vobis mandamus quod sine dilacione eidum Willelmo predictum
cambium London liberari faciatis; remanentibus in officio monetarie
nostre custodibus cuneorum, assessoribus, monetariis, et ceteris baillivis
ad monetam nostram fideliter servandam secundum legem et assisam
monete, et qui juramentum nobis prestiterunt de moneta nostra fideliter
conservanda sicut predictum est.
E t in hujus etc.
Teste comite,
apud Sturministre, x x j die Februarii, anno regni H regis secundo.
Eodem modo scribitur majori et prepositis Wintonie.
Eodem modo scribitur majori et vicecomitibus London.
Eodem modo scribitur domino Dunolmensi episcopo, pro eodem.
W. Marescallo, juniore de cambio monete Dunolmi, specialiter ad dominum
regem pertinente.
Eodem modo scribitur majori et prepositis Eboraci, pro eodem de cambio
monete Eboraci specialiter etc.
Eodem modo scribitur abbati Sancti Edmundi. 1
1

Henry III., Patent Roll, 1218, p. 138.
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Chronology.
Pro Radulfo de Rotomago.
Rex majori et prepositis Norhamton, salutem.
Sciatis quod dedimus
Radulfo de Rotomago placiam illam in Norhamton, in qua sita fuit
monetaria nostra. E t ideo vobis mandamus quod de placia ilia plenam
saisinam ei habere facia[ti]s sine dilacione et eum inde quod voluerit
facere permittatis. Waliingford, Aug. 8.1

For some years, that is until 1222, we get no material data from
the rolls, but in this year we are told that Ilgerius Aurifaber, Randulphus Frowik, Elias de Wincester and Terricus le Chaunier became
custodes monetae and at the same time others, namely, Adam Blund,
Randulphus de Hanore, Walterus Poltte, Willelmus Rufus, Willelmus
de Lindesie, Ricardus de Nekintone, Nicholaus Orbatur and Ricardus
Orbatur, were appointed custodes cuneorum. Sir John Evans noted
that the names of the four custodes monetae appeared on the coins
as Ilger, Rauf, Elis, and Terri, which was not the case with several
of the names of the custodes cuneorum, and he seemed to suggest
that the year 1222 might be some help in dating the coins bearing
them.
Unfortunately, however, Ilger's name, although running
through the remaining classes of the short-cross coinage, is not in
every case accompanied by those of the other three ; Ilger commences
in Class Vb, Rauf not certainly until Vc, and Elis and Terri not
until Class VII, so that although they became custodes together
in 1222, certainly Ilger and probably Rauf were at work as moneyers
before that time. One may note in passing that to these men were
delivered eight dies for pennies, and also dies for round half-pence
and farthings.
W e believe that these latter were not used, and I
think, therefore, we have no right to assume that the dies for the
penny were.
Under the next year, 1223, the patent roll tells us that the king
informed the inhabitants of certain towns in the low countries that
coinage would only be allowed in his cities of London and Canterbury.
T h i s would account for the cessation of coinage at Y o r k and
Winchester.
I take it, however, that the ecclesiastical mints of
Durham and St. Edmundsbury were not affected by this order, as they
1

Ibid., p. 165.
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were in no sense king's mints, and were in a way outside his jurisdiction,
except

when

there

was a period

referred to is here transcribed.

sede vacante.

The

document

It is-quite possible that previous direc-

tions had been given in England to English subjects on the closing of
the secondary mints, but so far I have been unable to find evidence of it.
D e prohibicione cambii.
R e x scabinis et probis hominibus de I pre, salutem. Sciatis quod provisum
est per consilium nostrum et firmiter prohibitum super forisfacturam
nostram quod nullus homo decetero, sive sit de terra nostra.
Anglie sive sit aliunde, cambium faciat de plata vel alea massa argenti in
terra nostra Anglie, preterquam in civitate nostra Londonie, et in
civitate nostra Cantuarie; et hoc vobis mandamus ut hoc sciatis et alios
homines de partibus vestris super hoc premuniatis. Teste ut supra.
Eodem modo scribitur scabinis et probis hominibus de Arraz, et de SanctoAudomaro, et de Gant. Westminster, xiii Feb. anno regni nostri V I I . 1

In the year 1230, William, the king's tailor, received the die at
Canterbury, vacant by the death of Simon Chich ; and Adam

de

Bedeleie and Ricard de Neketon took the oath as moneyers at the
London mint.

T h e coins bearing these names are all of Class V I I .

There must, however, have been an earlier Adam, as this name appears
on a coin of Class Vb.
W e can thus be sure that Class V I I

was still in issue in 1230.

H o w long it was continued or when it began is uncertain, but in
1235 the close roll tells us that Thomas de Valentine, a moneyer of
Canterbury, was then recently dead, so that Class V I I was still in issue,
as his n a m e — T O M A S

ON

OANT,

is found upon its coins, and we eta

not find it on those of Class V I I I .
T w o years later, in 1237, the close roll records the deaths of
Johannes Turce, moneyer
of London.

of Canterbury, and Richard de Neketon,.

A s the name of Richard does not appear later than

Class V I I we can further extend the date of this class by two years.
But as three moneyers of the name of John were coining in Class V I I
at Canterbury no conclusions can be drawn from the death of John
Turce, for one of the other two would probably have dropped the
1

Patent Roll, A.D. 1223.

Chronology.
initial after his name, and have continued to coin in that of John only
— w h e t h e r John Chic, or John F R , we cannot tell.
A summary, therefore, from a consideration of these dates, would
give us the following: — Class I began in 1180; Class II in 1 1 8 9 ;
Class 1 1 1 w a s in issue in 1 1 9 6 ; Class Va began in 1205, possibly,
also Class Vb ; Class W was in issue in 1210, the date of the Irish
coinage.
There are, however, some particulars which may help us a step
further.
to

T h e year 1218, as already shown, was the date of the grant

Randulf

of

Rouen

of

the place on which

Northampton was situated.

the

monetaria

of

I think we are justified in concluding

that the mint by now had ceased work.

T h e latest coin I know

from the Northampton mint before 1247 is of Class Vc, so that it
would seem a warrantable

conclusion

that

1218 saw the end

of

Class Vc and the beginning of Class V I under the rule of William
Marshall.

This latter class finishes the coinages of Winchester and

York, owing, no doubt to the orders given in 1223.

Accordingly the

four large mints would probably start the coinage of Class V I I , as we
know of moneyers appointed in 1222 whose names appear only on that
class.

S o the years 1218 to 1222, or 1223, would cover the issue of

Class V I .

T h e last date suggested would, at least, show the beginning

of Class V I I , which, as we have seen, was certainly continued so late
as 1237.

In 1242 Nicholas de Sancto Albano was appointed to some

high office in the two mints of London and Canterbury, and it is fair
to suppose that Class V I I I ,

which bears his name at both mints,

followed, at some time, after this appointment.

It may have been so

early as 1242, for we have many varieties of his coins at both mints
to fill in the time between that year and 1247, when the short-cross
coinage ended.
THE

PROPER

S E Q U E N C E OF THE

TYPES.

In arranging the coins belonging to the earlier classes of the
short-cross coinage we have little beyond the eye to help us.
thus be that in Classes
future time some

II and

It may

III the varieties may require at a

alteration, but these two classes obviously were
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A s regards the position of

I think there can be no doubt, nor that Class Vb

followed immediately after V a ; if indeed it did not run in part concurrently.

From here onward to the end of the coinage in 1247 we

are able to use the invaluable help of the St. Edmundsbury mint.
need hardly apologise for reminding my readers that the

mint

I
of

St. Edmundsbury was allowed but one moneyer at a time and that an
old die had to be returned before a new die could be obtained.

The

moneyers, therefore, were in sequence and the dies also.
Now Bury St. Edmunds was one of the sixteen mints summoned
to the great inquisition of moneyers in 1208 by K i n g John.
coinage then in issue was type V.

The

S o far I have been unable to trace

a coin of Class Va, but Class Vb is quite common, and all the coins of
this class were struck by the moneyer Fulke.

In Class Vc, we again

find his name on a coin in the British Museum,
name

'S'FIDM,

then replaces the

E

with an

S'fiDM and s-ffiDMV, all in Class Vb.
uses the name
Fulke's name.

S'KND,

S-6DM,

W h e n we come to Class Vc he

and this is the latest coin I can find with

of Class V I and on into Class V I I .
'and

so that we find

Presumably he disappeared, and now the St. Edmunds-

bury coins bear the name of Rauf.
SKNT6

K,

H e first uses the mint

SKHT6K.

These extend through the whole
T h e mint name is now

Following

Rauf

are

three

SFFIH, S S H T

moneyers in

succession, William, Norman, and Simon, all in Class V I I , and finally,
and most happily, John, in Class V I I I .

I say most happily, because

John was the first moneyer at St. Edmundsbury when the long-cross
coinage came into existence, and this name gives us a long-looked-for
link between the short-cross issues and those of the long cross.

The

sequence, therefore, of Classes V, VI, V I I and V I I I at St. Edmundsbury must be absolutely correct, and it gives the key to the whole
arrangement for the other mints.
LETTERING.

T h e forms of the letters vary, as may be expected, not only in the
various classes but often in the same class.

In the latter case we may

feel sure that there is some unsettled condition at work, such as a fresh
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issue, and that* the coins exhibiting" most variation are probably the
earliest of the group within the class.
of changes of form than others.

Certain letters are more capable

A may be barred or not, C and E

may be square or round, whereas I, N and S do not lend themselves
to much variation.
Class la.—The

A is unbarred.

T h e C and E are sometimes

square and sometimes round, and the round variety is sometimes open
and sometimes closed.

T h e same variations may be noticed even on

the same side of the same coin.
H is always round, ft.

M is found in two forms, either M or (i),

perhaps more commonly the latter.
form with serifs, x.

X varies from a plain cross to the

Speaking generally, serifs are present on all the

straight letters and the uprights of these letters are slightly wider in
the middle than at either end, thus i.

T h e average measurement of the

uprights is 2 "5 millimetres and all the letters conform fairly well with
this gauge.

I have only seen one case of ligation, JC in WIN:

=

Winchester.
Class lb.—The

square C and E

are not found, though

forms of the round letters, open and closed, are
square M is the usual letter.
2'5 mm.

T h e X still varies.

common.

both
The

T h e gauge remains

I do not remember having seen any case of ligation.

Class Ic.—The

uprights are as a rule distinctly thicker and more

clumsy than in Class lb, and this is one of the features which gives the
coin its look of coarseness.

T h e forms of the letters do not, however,

vary from those in Class

lb.

The

X

is perhaps becoming

more

regularly of the form Si, in which the outer points of the cross are
slightly rounded rather than square.
Class II.—Irregularity

Gauge 2*5 mm.

and carelessness in spacing the letters are

now more observable, though the general forms of the letters are retained.
T h e upright letters, I, N, etc., still gauge to 2"5 mm., but some of the
round letters, C, D, etc., are shorter, so that the whole of the legend
does not fill equally the space between the outer and inner circles.
Class III.—The

letters conform both in shape and size with those

found on Class II, except that the uprights occasionally are slightly
longer.

The
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now find the most careless lettering in the whole

of the series treated.

T h e upright letters still gauge to 2*5 mm.

thickness, however, varies considerably.

The

Their

serifs, which are often

very long as compared with the thickness of the uprights they are
supposed to finish off, are commonly so badly struck into the die, that
in some cases they do not act as finials at all.

T h e top or bottom of

the upright is often visible above or below the serif.
T h e letter S shows considerable variation.

In what are probably

the early varieties of Class I V it is a normal letter.

A form then

follows in which the curves in the middle of the letter are confused.
On many of the coins with this letter the e's are represented as a's,
and they (tanot conform in size with the other letters.

On the latest

members <>f Class IV, those struck by moneyers who also struck in
Class Va, 'the S is reversed and becomes z. Plate III, Figs. 23, 24.
T h i s is important, as this reversal is found on all true coins of Class
Va, arid it is a strong point in favour of the sequence IV, Va.

It will

be rem'embered that Class IV gives us the first examples of the mintmark £ross pomm^e.

In this class also occasional ligation is observable.

Class Va.—With

the new coinage, of which this is the first class, a

great improvement is noticeable.

T h e letters are well and regularly

worked into the dies.
T h e A is now sometimes barred, sometimes not.

T h e B, D, and R

have, frequently at the top and bottom of the two former and the top
of the latter, a long-drawn-out wedge, thus

T h e S on nearly

all coins in this class is reversed as z, whether it appears on the obverse
or reverse.

It can thus be seen that the obverse die was made for the

reverse, which latter it will be remembered is marked with the cross
pommee.

Besides these otherwise normal letters, we now for the first

time observe what are known as
CG a

and

ornamental

letters.

They

are

and I am indebted to Mr. Andrew for their careful

reproduction in the accompanying drawing, Fig.

C§

1.

The

ordinary

€C

FIG. I . — O R N A M E N T A L LETTERS ON CLASS Va.
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plain strokes of the letters are curiously curved, and frequently end
in pellets.

Plate III, Fig. 25.

Sir John Evans described in this class

coins with colons between some letters.
these pellets where
indistinct.

T h e y are, however, only

the curve of the letter is badly struck up and

A pellet is also occasionally seen thus, R,.

It will be

remembered that the class is a reversion to Class I, from which it was
evidently copied, and it is interesting to note, therefore, the occasional
use of the old open form of the round c.
characteristic of the class.

T h e square X, as

is

I have not noted these particular ornamental

letters on any other class than Va, except in the case of Chichester.
T h e y must not be confused with the same letters rather differently
treated, which will be described under Class V I , a distinction, unfortunately, not noticed in Sir John Evans's classification.

When

they

are found on the obverse of Class Vb I am inclined to look upon the
coin as a mule between Class Va and Vb.

Compare Plate III, Fig. 31.

In the same way I suggest that a reversed S would show muling if
found with an obverse or reverse of Class Vb.
I have

Plate III, Fig. 30.

several coins of this description, and the obverse is always

a very early form.

T h e coins with ornamental letters appear to have

been struck by four moneyers at London and four at

Canterbury.

So far I have only discovered one coin struck at a provincial mint,
namely, Chichester, by Rauf, which has these letters, and curiously
enough the S on my specimen is not reversed.
T h e uprights on Class Va follow the old scale of 2-5 mm., and the
round letters fit in with these, and are of about the same length.
Class
letter

Vb only differs from Class Va in the mint-mark and the

2, therefore

we should not expect, and do not get,

variation ; what there is, being chiefly by omission.
letters.

N o ornamental

T h e letters are of the same gauge.

Class Vc.—The
worked.

much

remaining member of the class is not quite so well

T h e X, characteristic of the class, is now of the shape of

a St. Andrew's cross, and is composed of four wedges, X .

T h e size

of the uprights is still 2'5 mm.
Class VI.—We
3 mm.

now come to a class where the uprights measure

T h e letters are therefore longer, and they are made to appear
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longer still by the thinness of the uprights, and by the shortness of the
connecting strokes in such letters as M and N.

T h e other letters are

not kept uniform with this standard, but are shorter, more particularly
B, D, and R.

Some coins of this class again show ornamental letters,

but the style of work is quite different and distinct from that shown
under Class Va.

Again

I am indebted to Mr. Andrew

for

their

reproduction in the accompanying sketch, Fig. 2.

M

m

d

ID

€C

&

w er H
JEB Vk,
FIG.
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T h e letters are varied, A has a curiously curved second stroke, K .
T h e uprights of all the letters may be duplicated, the commonest to
C and E are orna-

appear in this condition being the D of

LVH3D.

mented in four ways, thus, OC CC CG CD~.

B sometimes appears as IT,

and T as 5 .

T h e X, is of course, characteristic of the group, as 9S .

Plate IV, Figs. 39-41.

T h e bust on the coins bearing

ornamental

letters differs from another bust found in Class V I by having the curls
continued up to the level of the diadem, and thus approaches that on
the next class.

On some very late coins of Class V I we find lettering"

resembling that found on Class V I I , in that B, D and R lose the long
wedges above referred to, and are finished with much smaller strokes.
Class VII.—New

irons must have been made for this class, as the

letters shown on the coins average 2-3 mm., but are often 2 mm. only.
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T h e y are neatly filled in to the die and do not show marked variation
except the M, which is frequently barred straight across, like
letter H.

the

T h e r e are no peculiar nor ornamental letters.

Class VIII.—We
cross coinage.

must now consider the last class of the short-

It will be remembered that considerable deterioration

of workmanship occurred, becoming progressively worse.

T h e latest

members of the class all agree accurately in these features, and the
letters take part in the general scheme.

T h e s e on coins with the mint-

mark cross pommte now measure only

2 mm., and are therefore

very short; but not only are they short but the uprights are thick and
generally curved inwards in the middle, and where two occur, as in N,
they are set wide apart.

T h e round letters are also very wide.

There

are no peculiar forms of the letters and no ornamental letters.

PUNCTUATION.

Punctuation is evident on most of the coins. T h e dot between
I78NRIOVS and RfiX is characteristic of Classes la and lb, occasionally it occurs on Ic. On Classes II, III, and I V I have not noticed it.
On Classes V and V I it occurs occasionally, but with no regularity.
It
does not appear on Class V I I , and on Class V I I I there may be one, two,
or three pellets dividing the two words, or none at all.
On the reverse the first six classes invariably have a dot on either
side of the word ON, except occasionally in Class lib, when a colon is.
used; but the clot is omitted on Class V I I , and one, two, or threedots, as on the obverse, may reappear on the reverse in Class V I I I .
In Class V I I , however, we very frequently find a pellet separating
two letters of a word, as has already been noted in the classification.
THE

SCEPTRE.

T h e sceptre usually divides the legend in all classes between the
R and e of Rex, but sometimes it is between the e and x, and rarely
the whole word R e x is found by the side of the sceptre.

When the

X is alone in this position, a clot is generally found on either side of
it, thus, »x».
VOL. XI.
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Certain coins by Fulke and Henri of London, in Class Vb, are
known with the sceptre on the left, and the legend begins below.
One coin by each moneyer is known, and the same obverse die was
used by both moneyers.
THE

MINTS.

W h e n Henry Plantagenet succeeded to the throne and produced
a new coinage, he set thirty mints to manufacture i t ; but probably all
these mints did not continue to work all the time.

However this may

be, when the coins of the Tealby type were replaced in 1180, twelve
mints were required to produce the new issue ; thus in Class I we find
Carlisle, Exeter,

Lincoln, London, Northampton,

Wilton, Winchester, Worcester, and York.

Norwich, Oxford,

Some of these mints did

not even survive to strike the coarser varieties known as Class I c.
T h e mints thus dropping out were Wilton and Worcester.
T h e lists of coins of Classes II and III are very incomplete, but
I have noted in Class

II, Canterbury,

Lincoln,

London, Oxford,

Winchester, York, and of course Lichfield.
Class III was struck at Canterbury, Carlisle, Durham, Exeter,
Lincoln, London, Northampton,

Norwich,

Shrewsbury,

Winchester,

and York.
Class IV, a well-defined class at all these places except E x e t e r
and Winchester, which may still be found.

Coins previously given to

Chichester and Ilchester have been shown by Mr. Brooke, in the
Numismatic

Chronicle

for 1910, to belong either to Canterbury or

York.
Class V was struck at the mints mentioned under Class

III,

except Shrewsbury, which was permanently closed ; and as it was a new
coinage, and therefore more money would be required to replace the
withdrawn coins, old mints were reopened and some new mints added.
T h e s e were Chichester, Ipswich, Lynn, Oxford, Rochester, and St.
Edmundsbury ; and the moneyers of these sixteen mints were those
summoned to the great inquisition of moneyers in 1208.

T h e s e mints

were at work from before 1208 for a period of years ending in 1218,
and although some of them may have dropped out shortly before that
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time, the majority continued to strike in Class Vc. Those mints of
which I have been unable to find coins of this variety are Carlisle,
Chichester, Exeter, Lynn, Oxford, and Rochester, so that ten mints
remained at work producing this latest variety, Vc.
Class V I suffered a great curtailment of mints, as only London,
Canterbury, St. Edmundsbury, Durham, Winchester, and York struck
in this class. T h e reason has now been made clear to us, for in the
patent roll under date' 1218, February 21st, we find that these mints,
and these only, were all placed under the authority of William Marshall,
and a little later in the same year, in August, the place where the
Northampton mint had stood was given to Randulf of Rouen.
Winchester at this time seems to have been reduced to one active
moneyer, and Y o r k to four. Neither of the two mints remained open
long enough to strike the later coins of Class VI, for there are no
known coins of these mints with ornamental letters, nor with a bust
progressing to type V I I , nor did they strike in type V I I .
This is
accounted for by the king's ordinance of February, 1223, already
quoted.
Class V I I was struck at the four mints, London, Canterbury,
St. Edmundsbury, and Durham. Coins of all of them are plentiful and
they produced the whole currency of the country.
Mention under
this class must be made of Oxford, which produced a coin with an
obverse of this type by the moneyer B 8 L I S .
T h e coin, however,
shows extraordinary work on the reverse, although it is of full weight
and of good metal. T h e only example is in the British Museum.
Class V I I I shows the loss of the mint of Durham, and thus is
reduced to the three mints at which the early long-cross coins were
first struck.
In continuing the reference to mints, it is to be noted that some
of the principal mints did not strike all the types, thus we get no
Canterbury coins of Class I.

This is probably to be accounted for by

the troubles in which the town was involved owing to the murder of
Thomas a Becket, which was perpetrated on December 29th, 1170.
When the coins of the earlier issue of Henry II. come to be classified we
G
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shall perhaps find that Canterbury coins are absent from n 70 to 1180.
A t Durham we know that there was friction between the king and
O

the County Palatine, which was only settled in 1196, when the bishop
accordingly was again granted his dies.

W e therefore have no early

coins of Durham.
Thomas Carlyle, in his " Past and Present," gives us a fine
picture of
Abbot

the incompetence of

Hugo,

and

of

the

steps

one abbot of
taken

by

St.

his

Edmundsbury,

wiser

Abbot Samson, to place matters on a better footing.

successor,

Samson

was

appointed in 1182, and it probably took many years before the finances of
the abbey were put into sufficiently good condition to enable work to
g o on profitably at the mint.

T h i s may be the explanation of the

absence from that mint of all the types before Class V.
continuity

T h e want of

in the provincial mints is probably explainable by two

different causes.

Firstly, many of them were opened for a special

reason, that of getting much coin made in the shortest possible time,
and when made the mint lapsed; and secondly, the absence of coins
through want of discovery.

T h e r e are thus several gaps in Class Va,

which time may fill up.
THE

MONEYERS.

W e do not know much of the status of the moneyer during the
times under discussion, but he was evidently not a workman, and he
must have obtained skilled labour for the productions from his die.
His name, however, on the coin was a guarantee of purity of metal and
full weight.

Lists show us the same name on coins of many types, and

when these types are successive, or nearly so, we may generally conclude
that coins bearing the same name at the same mint were issued by the
same moneyer.

W h e n two or more moneyers of the same name were

at work at the same place and time, it was necessary to distinguish
between them, and this accounts for the letters following a moneyer's
name on short-cross coins.

In London we find Henry and Henri Pi

both in Classes I a and I b.

Pieres and Pieres M were evidently different

men.

Neither of them was probably the same man as the Pires who

struck in type VI, as the name had been absent from many successive

The

Moneyers.

types.
A Willelm was striking in n S o a n d all the successive types
to Vc, possibly to 1218. This looks as if one William followed another
almost immediately, as nearly forty years would appear to be too long
a time to assign to the period of activity of one moneyer. Although
there is but the one name of Adam on the London coins, we know
that there must have been two of the name at work, for the second,
Adam de Bedeleie, was not appointed until long after the time when
the name is first shown on the coinage. Evidently these two Adams
could not have been at work together at any time, for otherwise one
would have had some distinguishing initial following his name.
Instances of this sort could be shown to be of frequent occurrence.
There were at one time three or four Williams at work together at
London, and two or three Richards.
T h e r e were three Johns at
Canterbury and two Rogers.
In a few instances the spelling of the moneyers' names changed
with the fashion of the times, and it is of considerable help in classifying their coins. In Class la at London we find a moneyer signing his
coin Randulf; a little later, in Class lb, the final f is dropped, and the
name becomes Randul ; and later still it is further contracted into Raul.
T h e coins with these changes of name were all issued within a period
of some ten years or so, and there is no reason to suppose they were
not issued by the same moneyer. A further change in the same name
took place years after, from Raul to Rauf, but here we know that
Raul of Class II, 1189, could not have been the same man as Rauf of
Class Vc, as all the intermediate types are missing.
T h e name Reinald occurs at Canterbury on Class III ; but when
Class IV was reached the name had become Renaud, an obvious
reason for placing the classes in succession. T h e same name Reinald
occurs at Norwich, but there appears to have been some uncertainty
about it, for two classes have in each Reinald and Renaud, but eventually only Renaud survives.
Roberd at Canterbury changes to Robert,
whilst Iohan at the same place becomes loan, and later, in long-cross
times, Ion only.
I have noticed several instances of two moneyers at the same
mint using the same obverse die. This is not remarkable, as moneyers
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In one instance, however, the same

obverse die was used at Canterbury by Reinaud, and then at Shrewsbury by Ive.

T h e condition of the die would lead one to suppose

that it was sent from Canterbury to Shrewsbury.

Plate I, Fig. 8,

illustrates its use at Canterbury.

FINDS.

A few words on finds may be of interest.

T h e principal hoards

discovered are those found at Eccles, about 1865, of some 5,000 coins,
the Colchester hoard in 1902, of nearly 11,000, and a small hoard of
some 500 coins found in France, the date of the finding
do not know.

of which I

Earlier still short-cross coins were found at Newry,

in Ireland, and in Yorkshire.

A find, said to have been from the

neighbourhood of the Vatican, date unknown, is previously referred
to, and is as yet unpublished.

T h e s e earlier hoards are of little use to

us in the classification, as in the larger finds all the types were said to
have occurred, and the classification then in vogue was not sufficiently
distinctive to be of use for the purposes of this paper.
one of the guilty, for I endeavoured

I myself am

to describe the French find

some years ago, but I had not then appreciated differences
are now only too apparent; consequently I followed the old
descriptions.

which

five-class

A little, however, can be made out of the material, and

that only in reference to Class V I I I .

In the old days the coins with

the cross pommee were considered rare, and therefore were carefully
noted.

Now, in the two large hoards, Eccles and Colchester, the

name of Nichole appears in the lists of London and Canterbury coins, but
he is not credited with the cross pommee.
name appears at either mint.

In the French find no such

T h i s moneyer, be it remembered, struck

in Class V I I and Class V I I I , in which latter class his coins bear the
mint-mark cross pommee.

T h e conclusions are obvious:—Class V I I

was present in all these hoards, then called Class V, but the French
find was deposited earlier than those of either Eccles or Colchester.
Coins of Class V I I I of late type were absent from all of them, thus
showing the distinct sequence of Classes V I I and V I I I .

The Rhuddlan

THE

RI-IUDDLAN

Mint.
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MINT.

Before concluding this story of the short-cross coinage, some reference should be made to certain coins of the short-cross types which do
not agree with the normal coins in style or workmanship. This is the
case with those issued from the mint at Rhuddlan. W e know nothing of
the constitution of the mint at this period, and the coins are not made
with the regular mint irons such as were used for all the issues
previously described. It is, therefore, difficult to classify them
accurately with the coins of the regular English mints.
T h a t they are genuine coins made at Rhuddlan there can be no
doubt, but they vary greatly among themselves both in the busts and
in the lettering, and many of them have the legend on the reverse
retrograde.
T h e mint-marks are two, the cross pattee and the cross
pommee, and probably the presence of this latter mark induced numismatic writers to class the coins bearing it with those now forming
Class Va, the others being given to the old Class II. T h e coins
clearly do not bear any resemblance to the series properly belonging
to these two classes.
There is, however, a distinct resemblance to the coins now
described under Classes V I I and V I I I , both in the design of the bust,
and in the presence of the two mint-marks.
T h e moneyers are four in number, Henricus, Halli, Simond and
Tomas. I have found only the cross pattee mint-mark on the coins
by Henricus, but the three other moneyers used both forms. In this
way the coins fall into line with those of Nichole struck at London and
Canterbury, who used both marks, as also did the Canterbury moneyer
John. It is unfortunate that the use of totally different irons for
making the dies prevents us from drawing more definite conclusions.
Major Carlyon-Britton's paper on the Rhuddlan Mint, in Volume II of
this Joicrnal, refers in detail to these coins, and illustrates many of
them.
Since the above was written Mr. Andrew has kindly referred to
the English and Welsh chronicles of the period, and finds that there
were two occasions only during short-cross times, that is, between
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1180 and 1247, when Rhuddlan Castle was in English hands.

First,

in 1211, when K i n g John led an expedition into North Wales so far as
Snowdon and compelled Llywelyn and most of the other princes of
North

Wales to submit to him. 1

Castle, for the Brut

Apparently he rebuilt Rhuddlan

tells us that he built many castles in Gwynedd,

and upon his return to England the Welsh "subdued all of them,
except D y g a n w y and Rhuddlan."

Under the year 1213, however, the

same authority tells us that " Llywelyn, son of Iorwerth, reduced the
castle of Dyg'anwy and the castle of Rhucldlan."
The

second occasion was in 1240, when, upon the death of

Llywelyn, his son David submitted to Henry

III., his uncle,

and

went to Gloucester to pay him homage that he might "receive from
him his territories lawfully," and there is little doubt that Rhuddlan
remained under the English crown until the close of our period of
enquiry and after, for in 1277 Edward I. was there in person and
ordered the castle dykes to be reconstructed. 3
T h e earlier of these two incidents is inadmissible for the issue of
the Rhuddlan series, for the English coins with the first cross pommee
mint-mark had long been out of issue.

Moreover, the castle was

only held by the English for the two years from 1211 to 1213, which
is too short a period for the varied issue, and it was a time of constant
war, for in 1212 K i n g John again attempted to invade Wales, but was
called away by other dangers.

T h e mint would therefore not be likely

to be revived, and it is highly improbable that any coins of English
type and with an English sovereign's name upon them would have
emanated from Rhuddlan under Welsh authority.
In 1240, however, the circumstances were entirely different, for
the Welsh prince was a nephew of the English king, and formal peace
had been declared and homage paid ; so there was nothing to prevent
the revival of the mint at Rhuddlan and its issue of English money
from

dies of local manufacture.

T h i s period, from 1240 to 1247,

exactly corresponds with the issue of Classes V I I and V I I I of the
English series, and I have already shown that the Rhuddlan coins
1
2

Matt, of Westminster, and the Bruty Tywysogion.
The Brut.

Forgeries.
must be attributable to them.
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There was, also, ample time for the

output and for the employment of the four moneyers.

It is interesting

to notice how completely the historical evidence falls into line with the
numismatic evidence, derived from the coins themselves and such
meagre records as have been preserved to us, mainly of the deaths or
•appointments of certain of the moneyers at the English mints.

IRREGULAR

COINS.

There are, however, many coins of short-cross types which must
be looked upon as of at least very doubtful origin. These pieces are of
•quite different fabric from the normal issues, and they have legends
which in many cases make no sense. T h e y may be continental copies,
or forgeries pure and simple. Amongst them I should class those coins
which bear the legend G I V I T A S L V H D F I . Their bad design and
unofficial lettering, and the impossibility of their fitting anywhere into
the series, clearly prevents us from considering them genuine English
coins, although they have been present in the larger hoards.
The
same view applies to a coin in my collection reading >F V I G K R G O H V
and to some coins in the National Collection struck by Everard of
Y o r k and by one of the Williams of London. It will be remembered
that Mr. F o x and Mr. Shirley-Fox ruthlessly excluded from their lists
of coins of Edward I. and II. all coins of bad work made with
unofficial irons, and doubtless they were right to do so. T h e y and *
Mr. Brooke entirely agree with me in so excluding the corresponding
coins of the short-cross types.

EXPLANATION

OF T H E

LISTS

AND

PLATES.

A few words of explanation of the lists and plates which follow
may help the reader to a clearer view of the suggestions brought
forward in the preceding pages.

T h e lists of the moneyers' names have

not been arranged alphabetically, but somewhat roughly to correspond
with the dates of the coins first struck by them.

T h e lists therefore

commence with the names of those moneyers who began to strike in
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In the same way late moneyers will be found occupying

a corresponding place lower down.

In all cases where it has been

possible to be sure that identical names on the coins represent different
moneyers, they will be found twice in the list. T h u s under the London
mint the name
PIR0S

PISRFIS

is given in the first part, and again there is

some distance lower

down.

T h e name of

RIGKRD

is also

found twice, and there are other examples.
In at least

one case, that of

ADAM

previously referred

to,

although we know that two men of the name were at work, we have
no means of being sure when the earlier moneyer ceased, and therefore
all the types struck by these two men have had to be placed under one
name.
In endeavouring to rearrange on a new plan such a large coinage
as that treated, there are sure to be many specimens which for one
reason or another do not agree accurately with the words used in
describing the characters of the types.

An engraver may have used a

wrong iron, say for the letter X in Class V, and may have thus produced a coin, say of Class Vc, with an X of Class Vb.
may be in such bad condition that sometimes
features are missing.

Or a coin

really characteristic

In these cases a query is added to the list.

The

meaning is that it is not quite clear whether the coin belongs to the
class it is placed under or to that on either side of it.
It was quite impossible to definitely place certain coins in any
class whatever, and in these cases also a note of interrogation is added.
Such was the case of the two examples by
with a query to Class V I I I .

A D A M

and

ILCSR

given

Each is really an example by itself, but

both are more like Class V I I I than they are like any of the other
classes.

Happily there are very few of these queried coins.

T h e lists further aim at a rather more minute classification of the
coins of Classes V I and V I I .

Words can hardly explain the differences

which are well shown on the plates.
bust on Via

With regard to Class V I

the

is like that on the preceding class Vc, and that on Vic

compares with Class V I I .

T h e subdivision used in Class V I I is more

in relation to the size of the bust, which becomes progressively smaller
without losing its general characters.

Explanation

of the

T h e uses of the plates are twofold.

Plates.

9i

Firstly, Plate I, to make

clear the references to classification, and to show the different types.
Secondly, Plates 11—IV, to exhibit so far as is possible all the intermediate links between one class and another.
Plate I is a simple plate of types without any connecting links.
Plates II, III and I V exhibit these links from Class la to Class V I I I .
Attention may be particularly drawn to Figs. 24 to 32, which are all by
the moneyer Willelm, the series being finished by the four coins following, all by Ricard B.
Figs. 46 to 51 all represent coins by Nichole of London showing
variations from Class V I I to Class V I I I .

The Short-cross
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T H E T Y P E S STRUCK AT TI-IE VARIOUS MINTS.

Classes.
Mints.

I.

a. b. c. a. b. a. b.
London

X

X

Canterbury...

...

...

X

V.

IV.

III.

II.

a. b. c.

—

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

V

X

X

X

X

X

X

V

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

York

X

X

X

...

Winchester...

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lincoln

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Northampton

x

X

X

X

...

X

Norwich

...

X

X

X

X

X

X

Exeter

x

X

X

X

...

X

X

...

...

X

X

X

X

Carlisle

X

X

Lichfield

X

X
X

...

X

X

X

Chichester ...

X

X

Ipswich

x

X

Lynn
Rochester

1

X

Shrewsbury

x
x

...

Wilton

x

X

Worcester

...

X
1

—

—

X

Durham

X

—

X

St Edmundsbury ...

Oxford

VI. VII. VIII.

A coin of very doubtful origin.

x

X?
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a.

IV.

b.

MINTS.

V.

a.

VII.

VI.

b.

a.

VIII.

a. b.

LONDON.
KIM0R
...
FILAIM0R
PI0R0S
...
PI0R0S M
RKHDVL"
RKVL
L }
S0HRI1
B0HRI PI
WILL0LM1
IOFTKK
7SLZIIN
KLAIM V.

X
X

x
X

x
x x
x

KLWMD
FFODARD
OSB0R
R6INKLD
I0FR0I
DAVI
(?IL0B0RT
(70LDWIH6
S T I V 0 N 0 ...
R I G K R D 1 ...
...
FVLK01
K N D R 6 V ...

KLeXKHDfiR
S R H K V D ..
S D S M
B0N0IT
...

ILCSR3

...

R0N0R
...
RIOKRD
B
RIGSRD T
WILL6LM B
W I I L 6 I M L
WILL0LM T
KBFIL2

1
2

x
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1X

X

XXX

X

XXX
XXX

X ?
X ?

X ?

X

X
X
X
X ?
X ?

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Used the letter S reversed in Class IV, and ornamental letters in Class V.
Used ornamental letters in Class VI.

X

X

X

X

X ?
X ?
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THE MONEYERS, THEIR TYPES AND MINTS—contd.
I.

a.

II.

b.

c.

a.

IV.

III.

b.

a.

b.

—

V.

a.

b.

VII.

VI.

VIII.

c. a. b. a. b. c.

—

LONDON—cont.

etis \

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

ftCLISJ
G>6FRei
LflDVLF
T6RRI
RICXRD
de Neketon
HIGBOLe

X
X

X
X
1

Used ornamental letters in Class VI.

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

x ? X

X

X XX X

RKVF1 1
RSVLF J
WKLT6R
PIRHS

X

The
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MINTS—contd.

IV.

III.

a.

b.

a.

b.

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

V.

a.

b.

VII.

VI.

c.

a.

b.

a.

b.

X
x ?
X
X
X

X
X

VIII.

c.

—

CANTERBURY.
M6IHIR
R6IKALD \
R6IH7S.VD J
VLKRD
B6RHKVD
RRHKVD
(7OLDWIN01
FCVFI2
ROB0RD3
IOFTHN6
SKMV6L5
SIHVHS
SIMON
IOFCKN B
IOFTKH M
KNDR6V
WKLT6R
B6NRI4
BIVN
IVN
I O M
ROFFBR
SRHOLD
RFFIVF
T O M S S
S S L 6 M V N
IOKH
01)10
I O K H FR
H O S M K H
OSMVHD
ROB6RT
VI
RO(7FLR O F R
WILLFLM T K
WILLFLM
NIOBOL0

...
...

X

...
X

X

...
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

...
...

...

X
X
X
X
X ?

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

...
1 ...

X

...
...

X

X
X
X
X
X

1
2
8
4
5

Used
Used
Used
Used
Used

X
X

the letter S reversed in Class I V .
ornamental letters in Class V .
S reversed in Class I V , and ornamental letters in Class V .
ornamental letters in C l a s s V I .
S reversed in Class I V , a n d ornamental letters in Class V I .

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
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X
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MINTS—contd.

IV.

III.

1180

V.

a.

b.

VI.

c.

a.

X

X

b.

a.

CARLISLE.
KLKIK
TOMKS

X
X

...

X
X

X X X X

CHICHESTER.
p i e s e s
RKVF1
SIMON
WILL6LM

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

DURHAM.
K D A M
KLKIN
p i e s e s

X
X
2

EXETER.
KSK6TIL
IOKDKH
OSB0E
RAVL
ROFFFIR
RIGXRD
(TILEBFIRT
IOhKH

X
X
X
X >< X
X
X
X

X

...

X

IPSWICH.
KLISKNDR6
IOBXH

...

1

U s e d ornamental letters in C l a s s V .

2

U s e d the letter S reversed in Class I V .

X
X

VIII.

VII.

X

b.

c.

—

The

Coins.

T H E MONEYERS, THEIR T Y P E S A N D M I N T S -

I.

a.

b.

II.

a.

III.

V.

IV.

b.

a.

b.

VL

¥11.

P E .

k. c

—

LICHFIELD.

IOKH
LINCOLN.

<?IRKRD ...
ftVCO
I6FWIH0
RODB6RT
WKITSE...
WILLSLM
WILL'D'F
6 D M V I D

fiKHDVL
RKVF
KLKIM

K H D R 6 ?

RIGXRD
IOfiSH
Bve
TOMAS

x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X

...

X

1

X

x
x
XXX
x x
x
x
x

...
...
...
...

LYNN.

IOfiSH
...
NIGOLS
...
WILISLM

x
x
X

NORTHAMPTON.

FiLire
<?6FRei
BVCO
RTiVL
SIMVMD
WALT0R

X
X
X
X I X
... I X

x

XXX
VOL.

XI.

H
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MINTS—cont.

V.

a.

to

VI.

b.

c.

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

a.

b.

VII.

a.

b.

NORTHAMPTON—
cont.
R7S.NDVX
ROB6RD
ROB6RD T
S D K M

X
X

X

NORWICH.
R6INKLD
RFLLHKVD
CEFREI
WILLFLLM
IODKN

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

OXFORD.
X
X
X
X
X
X

ASK6TIL
I6FR6I

oweiH

ROBB6RT
SKFFKR
RIOKRD
KILWIKFL
FTSHRI
MILFIS
FCFILIS1

X
X
X
X
X

RHUDDLAN.
{See end of
list.)
ROCHESTER.
KLISFFINDSE
FCVHFREI
SHDRFIV

X
X
X
1
1

T h e workmanship of this coin is very doubtful.

VIII.

c.

—

The
THE

99

MONEYERS, THEIR T Y P E S AND

I.

a.

Coins.

II.

b.

a.

b.

III.

a.

IV.

b.

M I N T S — cont.

V.

VI.

a.

a.

VIII.

VII.

b.

a.

b.

SHREWSBURY.

ive
WILLSM
ST. EDMUNDSBURY.
...
FVLK6
BSVF1
WILL0LM
HORMSN
S I M V H D ...
IOFIKH
...

X
X

X
X

X
X

WILTON.
OSB8R
RODB8RT

x
X

WINCHESTER.
OL6M6HT
C O O F L L M ...
RODB6RT
O S B « R [ N ...
K B ^ M
...
B6HRI
R 0 I K I 6 R ...
WILL6LM
RKVF
PIR6S
...
IOBKH
FIHDRFIV
BKRT6LM6
...
LVKKS
MIL6S
...
RIOKRD

X
X X
X X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X ?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1

U s e d ornamental letters in Class V I .
H

2

The Short-cross

IOO

Coinage,

1180-1247.

T H E MONEYERS, THEIR T Y P E S AND

II.

a.

b.

c.

a.

IV.

III.

b.

a.

b.

X
X

x
X

x
X

MINTS—cont.
V.

b.

VI.

VII.

b.

WORCESTER.
6DRIG
FFODWIHFI
OSB0R
OSLAG
...

x
X
X
X

YORK.
SVGRARD
BVCO
ISAG
BVKFR6I
TVRKIL
ALAIN
FFFLRKRD
WILL6LM
DSVI1
NIOOL61
IOBKH
R6HSVD
TOMHS
P6R8S

X
X
... X X
X I X
... X X
X
X
X
X

x
x

X
X

X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Irregular.
RHUDDLAN.
B6NRIGVS
SSLLI
SIMON
...
TO M A S 3

3

Used the letter S reversed in Class I V .

2

Approximately Class V I I I .

x
x

a. i b.

